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1. eVTOL Original Equipment 
Manufacturer

- Only assembly activity, 
production outsourced

2. Licensing of iTOWER flight application

1. Air pollution
a. CO2 emissions

2. Traffic congestion
a. Decreased mobility
b. Longer transfer times
c. Strained public transports

3. Traffic accidents

Take to the sky! with eVTOL

Opportunity: Urban Air Mobility
Passenger transportation market to 

reach $ 32 bn by 2035

1. Based on existing platform (SH4)
2. Propeller-driven rotor
3. Powered by hydrogen fuel cells
4. Proprietary flight application system: 

iTOWER
5. Autorotation capability

6. Categorised as rotorcraft

ü Safer flight

ü Green flight
ü Lighter aircraft

a. More load capacity
b. Longer flight duration

ü Low maintenance costs
ü Low noise
ü Low set-up costs
ü Easy to pilot
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Executive summary 

F-Helix is an innovative eVTOL1 project 
set to compete in the small-scale helicopter 
market and in the Urban Air Mobility sector 
of the future. The aircraft is the natural 
evolution of the Silvercraft’s SH-4 light 
helicopter

The ONLY eVTOL capable of 
AUTOROTATION

“The magic word for a safe flight”

IEROM’s response – F-Helix

Notes: (1) electrical Vertical Take off and Landing; unique features: vertical take off and landing, electrification of lift and thrust

No ad-hoc regulation required.
Cheaper certification process

The Problem The Solution

USPs

Business model

SECOND FINANCING 
ROUND to build the final 

model, obtain TYPE
CERTIFICATION and set up 

of assembly plant

$    2.1 mln
To build the first prototype by 
converting an existing SH4 
helicopter (timeline: 2021-22)

The ask / What we need
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The Problem

Demographic explosion
Demographical expansion to reach top levels with 9 
billion people

Pollution
Global warming, CO2 emissions, climate change crisis

Traffic congestion
Slow, unpredictable, dangerous. Uncomfortable 
crowding on public transports. COVID tensions

Urbanisation
By 2030, more than 60% of the world’s 
population will live in cities

3
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OTHER USES
Last Mile Delivery, First Response, Military, 
agriculture, construction, entertainment…

§ Vertical mobility to become an integral part of overall urban mobility in 
connection with first- and last-mile modes of transport

§ Competitive way to cover distances of 20 km or more, since limited investments 
in infrastructures are needed

Vertical mobility ecosystem, a new way of life

The Solution – UAM

Source: The future of vertical mobility, Porsche Consulting, 2018
Deloitte report, The elevated future of mobility, 2019

UAM use cases

USE CASE 3 – Private vehicle (Passenger)
In substitution / integration to cars

USE CASE 2 – Air Metro (Passenger)
Resembles current public transit options such
as subways and buses, with pre-determined
routes, regular schedules, and set stops in
high traffic areas throughout the city. Like in
the Air Taxi case, aircrafts are autonomously
operated and can accommodate 2 to 5
passengers at a time, with an average load of
3 passengers per trip

USE CASE 1 – Air Taxi (Passenger)
The Air Taxi use case is a near-ubiquitous (or
door-to-door) ridesharing operation that
allows consumers to call vertical take-off and
landing aircraft (VTOLs) to their desired
pickup locations and specify drop-off
destinations at rooftops throughout a given
city. Rides are unscheduled and on demand
like ridesharing applications today. Aircrafts
are autonomously operated and can
accommodate 2 to 5 people at a time, with an
average load of 1 passenger per trip

A safe and efficient system for air passenger and cargo transportation within an 
urban area, inclusive of small package delivery and other urban Unmanned Aerial 
Systems (UAS) services, that supports a mix of onboard/ground-piloted and 
increasingly autonomous operations NASA

“
”

Decongest Road Traffic

Improve Mobility

Reduce Transport Time

Decrease Pollution

Reduce Strain on Existing 
Public Transport Network

Reduce Traffic Accidents

The promise of Urban Air Mobility

4
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Market growth according to different scenarios1

UAM Market size (2035E) – base case

5

The Solution – UAM, sizing up the market

Source: The future of vertical mobility, Porsche Consulting, 2018
Global perspective and solutions, Citi GPS, September 2019

Notes: (1) overall market, including related services; F-Helix’s focus

§ The combined market for inspection, goods and
passenger drones and supporting services is projected to
be ca. US$ 74 bn worth, with passenger drones
accounting for ca. half of it

§ The market for urban passenger drones is estimated to
reach US$ 32 bn by 2035, with intracity mobility
accounting for ca. US$ 21 bn (base case)

§ In the value chain for the passenger drone market,
hardware will account for c.25%, whilst services (mainly
on-demand transportation) will have the lion’s share

Inspection

US$ 34 bn

Goods

US$ 4 bn

Supporting 
services

US$ 4 bn

VTOL 
Units

0 1,000 3,000 500 2,000 15,000 1,000 12,000 43,000

Conservative Base Progressive

US$ bn US$ bn US$ bn

5

11

521

Overall Market Hardware Services Other

100
%

25%

25%
50%

2

18

58

1

10

33

2025 2030 2035

1
4

21

1 2

11

2025 2030 2035

Intracity
City-to-City

0 1 40 1 2

2025 2030 2035

Passenger

US$ 21 bn
Intracity 

US$ 11 bn
City-to-city
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The Solution – UAM

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2017
Sole 24 Ore, Batterie al Litio, Italia in partita per una contesa da 250 milioni, Oct 2019; Sole 24 Ore, Batterie ad alta carica evolutiva, 
Sept 2017 - European Institute of innovation and technology, 2019 

Technological 
maturity

Regulations

Air Traffic 
ManagementSafety

Psychological 
barriers Infrastructures 2010 A

2011 A
2012 A

2013 A
2014 A

2015 A
2016 A

2017 A
2018 A

2019 A
2020 E

2021 E
2022 E

2023 E
2024 E

2025 E

Pivotal role of batteries: path to more performance and reduced costs (US $)Challenges

Average price for lithium batteries (US$ per kWh 2010A – 2025E)

§ Batteries account for ca. 30% of electric vehicles’ costs
§ Still a non efficient way to store energy (lithium batteries storage 250 Wh/Kg vs. fuel storage of

13.000 Wh/Kg)
§ Both private and public institutions are investing in battery innovations to drive the change in a

market expected to reach US$ 250 bn by 2025

Upcoming innovations, such as the solid-state batteries, the metal-air batteries, and the lithium
sulphur batteries, are expected to sensibly increase (up to 5x) batteries’ storage capacity, while
lithium batteries are becoming cheaper and more efficient

Regulatory environment

1,000
800

599 540 269 227 200 190 173 99

A “special condition” is applicable to Vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) 
aircrafts as they differ from conventional fixed-wing aircrafts or 
rotorcrafts because of two features:
1. Ability to take-off and land vertically
2. Use of distributed propulsion, specifically when more than two 

lift/thrust units are used to provide lift during vertical take-off/landing
The “special condition” – yet to be defined1 – will apply to VTOLs. 
This implies a more strict and complicated process

VTOL Rotorcraft

F-Helix is categorised as regular
ROTORCRAFT. Will have to run a simpler

and faster clearance process, resulting in an 
abridged go-to market time
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IEROM’s response – F-HELIX

Dimensions
§ Length
§ Width
§ Height
§ Rotor Diameter
§ Rotor Disc Area
§ Max Disc Loading

26.63 ft. / 9,030 mm
8.62 ft. / 3,300 mm

11.32 ft. / 3,450 mm
29.63’ / 9.03 Mt

689 Sq. ft. / 64 Mq
2.76 Lb/sq. ft. / 1.25Kg / Mq

Weight
§ Empty
§ Max Gross Weight
§ Payload

551 lb / 250 Kg
1,900 lb / 862 Kg

798lb / 362 kg
Engine
§ Engine
§ Total Power E-fan
§ Max Thrust
§ Yaw fan (Directional Fan)

N. 4 E-fan
140 Kw

1,000 N / 212 Lbf
N. 2 Kw. 0.5+0.5 

Performance
§ Max Speed At Sea Level
§ Cruising Speed
§ Economic Cruising Speed
§ Max Rate Of Climb At Sea Level
§ Service Ceiling
§ Hovering Ceiling In Ground Effect
§ Hovering Ceiling Out Of In Ground Effect
§ Max Endurance

§ Max Range

§ Total Power

§ Time for recharge

106 Mph / 170 Kmh
87 Mph / 140 Kmh

80 Mph / 128 Kmh
1,140 Fpm

13,115 Ft. / 4,000 Mt
7,850 Ft. / 2,393 Mt
5,550 Ft / 1,691 Mt

3 h 30 min

305 Mi / 490 Km

255 Kwh

5/ 7 mins

11
.3

2’
 / 

34
50

 m
m

8.62’ / 3300 mm

20.67’ / 6300 mm

26.63’ / 9030 mm

Source: IEROM SRL; Performance and design optimisation of the F-Helix eVTOL concept, Penn State 2019 

Battery Pack Hydrogen Fuel Cell
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IEROM’s response – Typical missions

Source: IEROM SRL

CARGO

SPEED

AMBULANCE

BUS

MILITARY

TYPICAL 
MISSION

Other

UAM (Passenger)

Focus market
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IEROM’s response – Intellectual property

Source: IEROM SRL
Notes: all patents belong to VINATI SRL

IP

§ Patent concerning a 
propulsion apparatus for a 
rotary wing aircraft

§ The same apparatus may 
also be used in fields other 
than aeronautics, in 
particular in the field of 
power generation

§ Weight reduction by 
applying propulsion systems 
to the end of the blades

§ To create a rotary wing 
aircraft that allows reduced 
costs compared to existing 
aircrafts

§ LP0289
§ «PROPULSION 

APPARATUS FOR A ROTOR 
WING AIRCRAFT AND 
TORQUE MULTIPLIER»

§ GRANTED
§ 20 YEARS
§ 28.09.2017
§ 13.12.2019
§ ITALY

REF.
NAME

STATUS
DURATION
APPLICATION 
ISSUE DATE
COUNTRIES

DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE

§ LP0324
§ «PROPULSION 

APPARATUS FOR A ROTOR 
WING AIRCRAFT AND 
TORQUE MULTIPLIER»

§ PENDING
§ 20 YEARS
§ 28.09.2017
§ N/A
§ INTERNATIONAL PCT:

EUROPE, USA, CHINA, 
JAPAN, RUSSIA, CANADA, 
INDIA

§ Extension of LP0289

§ LP0351
§ «ROTATING WING 

AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED WITH 
IMPROVED PROPULSIVE 
EQUIPMENT»

§ PENDING
§ 20 YEARS
§ 07.05.2019
§ N/A
§ ITALY

§ Two-bladed rotary wing 
aircraft

§ Improved thrust efficiency
§ Avoidance of undesired 

gyroscopic effects

§ LP0326
§ «AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 

METHOD» iTOWER

§ GRANTED
§ 20 YEARS
§ 25.10.2017
§ 22.01.2020
§ ITALY

§ Application mapping all 
aircrafts within the area

§ 3D mapping (also 
altitude) and forecast of 
route

§ Allow the operators to 
be fully aware of nearby 
aircrafts

§ Notify the operators in 
case of possible 
collision routes

9
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USPs (1)

Notes: (1) Blue Edge is an Eurocopter trade mark

• Four e-fan ensure redundancy
• Autorotation guarantees safe recovery of the aircraft in case

of a loss of power
VTOL needs to be as safe as any
other commercial aircraft

• Adoption of power mast connected to the rotor hubs and use of Blue
Edge1- like blades result in lower noise emissions

Compliance with demanding noise
restrictions to achieve public
acceptance and fly over urban areas

• Larger UAM market expected for intra-city market and airport shuttle
than for intercity service i.e. for cruises of c.30 km

• F-Helix can achieve economic cruising speeds of 140 km/h, well
above e.g. Volocopter

F-Helix can serve the majority of airport to city centre as well as
intra-city routes

Ability to cover the most populous
high – traffic routes at a reasonably
high speed to save time vs.
alternative transport means

Requirements F-Helix response

Percentage of Top 100 cities     9% 30% 53% 73% 85% 93% 100%

Number of cities
20

10
0

5 km 10 km 15 km 20 km 25 km 30 km >30 km

Distance 
between airport 

and city centre

Safety

Noise 
emissions

Ability to cover the most populous
high – traffic routes at a reasonably
high speed to save time vs. alternative
transport means

Range &
speed
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USPs (2)

Requirements F-Helix response

Use of existing SH4 platform
§ Less amortisation costs due to manufacturing scalability
§ Less maintenance costs

Low operating costs to offer
competitively priced, scalable
transportation services

Operating 
costs 

F-Helix seating (2-6 in the base configuration) allows optimisation
of payload

Number of seats to achieve
maximum payloadPayload

Designed to provide practicability and comfort
Comfortable and safe 
onboarding, travelling and 
descending

Design for 
usability

Completely refill the fuel cell hydrogen batteries in under seven
minutes, allowing connecting flights to reach longer distances

Fast recharge of the aircraft/ 
battery substitution Recharge
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Project Parties Technology Autorotation Comparison to F-Helix

Tier One Modified 
Robinson R44

USA. Tier 1 
Engineering

• All electric 
• Brammo Lithium Polymer batteries

• Prototype available
• Farthest distance travelled 

by electric helicopter

• Lower performance
• Lower efficiency
• New platform
• Timing issue

Volocopter 2x Germany, 
Volocopter GmbH; 
supported by Intel 
and DG 
Flugzeugbau GmbH

• Completely electric
• 6 Y shaped struts emanating from its axle 18 

propellers and 3-phase PM synchronous 
brushless DC electric motors

• 9 batteries 

• Easy to control
• Simple configuration
• Low development costs
• Obtained Design 

Organisation Approval 
(2019)

• Inefficient in forward 
flight compared to 
eVTOLs with wings

• New platform

Karem Butterfly California; USA; 
Karem Aircraft

• Electric quad tiltrotor aircraft 
• Larger slow turning rotor propellers for more 

efficient lift, safer flight and quieter acoustics

• Proven feasible tilt rotors, 
already used in military 
field 

• Weight issue
• Possible limited 

forward speed
• New platform
• Timing issue

Aurora PAV Virginia USA; 
Aurora Flight 
Sciences, a Boeing 
Company

• Eight propellers for vertical flight 
• A tail mounted pusher-prop for forward flight 

and a three-surface wing configuration for 
cruising

• 9.14 m long, 8.53 m wide
• Max. range of 80 km, carries a load of 225 

kg 
• Max. speed180 kmh

• High success chance
• Fully autonomous

• 1 seat
• New platform
• Timing issue
• The aircraft crashed 

during the unmanned 
flight test in June 
2019

Ehang 216 Guangzhou, China; 
EHang company

• The EHang 216 is based on the EHang 184, 
yet it has eight arms instead of four. This 
allows for the vehicle to be seat two 
passengers instead of just one

• In 2018, made more than 
1,000 manned flights

• Lower efficiency
• Longest single trip: 

8.8 km
• New platform
• Timing issue

Competitive landscape (1)

12

Source: IEROM SRL; eVtol.news, 2019; Volocopter GmbH website, 2019; Reuters, 2019; aviationweek.com for the Aurora PAV news; 
Airbus website; Joby Aviation website, 2019

None of the currently existing projects has obtained Type Certification, pre-requisite for production and commercialisation
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Competitive landscape (2)

13

Project Parties Technology Autorotation Comparison to F-Helix

Lilium Jet DE; Lilium GmbH • 36 all-electric ducted fans • Company know-how and 
experience

• Completed a 240 US$ m 
financing round 

• High-disk loading: 
inefficient in hover

• New platform

A3 by Airbus California, USA; 
Airbus

• Self-piloting 
• Fully electric 
• 8-prop tilt wing

• Fully autonomous
• Preexistent advanced 

algorithms for software 
development

• 1 seat
• New platform
• Timing issue
• The project has been 

dismissed

Joby S4 California, USA; 
Joby Aviation

• Vectored-thrust aircraft with six tilting 
propellers

• Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP) System 
• Lithium-nickel-cobalt-manganese-oxide 

batteries

• Successfully flown sub-
scale and full-scale 
demonstrators

• Huge capital investment 
backing 

• Based in Silicon Valley à
access to best engineers

• Disk loading is low, 
although overall rotor 
area seems larger than 
Hyunday’s eVTOL

• Structure may be 
heavy because of 
stiffness needed have 
propellers mounted at 
the tip of the wing 

• Top speed may be 
limited by whirl flutter

Source: IEROM SRL; eVtol.news, 2019; Volocopter GmbH website, 2019; Reuters, 2019; aviationweek.com for the Aurora PAV news; Airbus website; 
Joby Aviation website, 2019
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Competitive landscape (3)

14

Source: IEROM SRL; eVtol.news, 2019; 

Tier One Modified Robinson R44

Volocopter 2x

Karem Butterfly

Aurora PAV

Ehang 216

Lilium Jet

A3 by Airbus

Joby S4
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Fonte: IEROM SRL

Promoters

“F-Helix to 
become the 
Ford Model T of 
the skies ”

Felice Vinati

CEO - Project Manager

Felice Vinati – Inventore F-Helix
1979: Graduates with honours in 
Economics and Commerce at the 
University of Parma
1979-1988; 1995-2000; 2007-current: 
CEO of Vinati’s family company 
specialized in industrial machinery
1990-1994: Producer of the Silvercraft
SH4 helicopter
2014: Launches the F-Helix project as the 
natural evolution of the SH4
2018: After 4 years of internal
development, reaches a deal with Penn 
State University to develop the 

F-Helix in a partnership with the 
Aerospace Engineering department
2019: Successfully presents the F-Helix
project at Forum75 in Philadelphia

Giacomo Vinati – Inventore F-Helix
Computer Engineering Politecnico di 
Milano

Mariachiara Vinati - Inventore F-Helix
Architect and designer in Milan –
Designed the F-Helix

Samuele Vinati– F-Helix Inventor
Passionate of aeronautics and coming
from a long experience in the technology
and software field since 2014 is
managing director and member of the 
board at VINATI srl.

Matteo Vinati– F-Helix Inventor
Born in 1979 Matteo has a degree in 
economics and a 12 years experience in 
managing manufacturing companies.

MariachiaraVinati

Umberto Saetti, PhD – Member of the board of directors
Postdoctoral Fellow at Georgia Institue of Technology –
Incoming Assistant Professor at Auburn University (Alabama)
Experience : Rotorcraft Flight Dynamics and Controls, Handling 
Qualities, System Identification - Postdoctoral Fellow, School of 
Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, 
GA) – Penn State University

MatteoVinati

Samuele Vinati

Felice VinatiGiacomo Vinati

Ruggero von Wedel - Advisor
Twenty years of international corporate 
finance experience with leading
financial institutions providing financial
advice to entrepreneurs, their
companies and their families on 
acquisitions & divestments, capital 
raisings, strategic partnerships and 
succession management.

THE TEAM
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POWER MAST
THE REVOLUTIONARY POWER MAST WITH 2 SETS OF CO-AXIAL COUNTER-ROTATING PROPELLERS (4 eFANS)

Mounting the electric propellers directly on 
the main rotor leads to no torque exchange 
betwen main rotor and fuselage.

The Powermast makes useless:

Fuel Engine 
Main rotor
Tail rotor 
Tank 
Fuel
Free wheel
Tail beam 
Oil pump
Oil tank
Lubrication system
Engine shroud

The Resutl:

Green Flight
Low Cost
Low Noise
Easy to pilot (Autopilot ready)

 
This allows us to save around 1000 lb that 
are allocated to the battery pack or to the 
payload.

A new technology

Mounting the electric propellers directly on the main
rotor leads to no torque exchange betwen main rotor and 
fuselage.

The Powermast makes useless:

Fuel Engine 
Main rotor
Tail rotor
Tank 
Fuel
Free wheel
Tail beam
Oil pump
Oil tank
Lubrication system
Engine shroud

The Resut:

Green Flight
Low Cost
Low Noise
Easy to pilot (Autopilot ready)

This allows us to save around 1000 lb that are allocated to 
the battery pack or to the payload.

This means more load capacity and longer flight duration
in the near future.

POWER MAST
THE REVOLUTIONARY POWER MAST WITH 2 SETS OF CO-AXIAL COUNTER-ROTATING PROPELLERS (4 eFANS)

F-HELIX IS BASED ON AN EXISTING PLATFORM : THE SILVERCRAFT SH4 CERTIFIED by F.A.A ( N°H2EU ) in U.S.A. ( N°IM 54 ) in FRANCE and R.A.I (N° A 145 ) in ITALY
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A new technology
No torque exchanged between the 
main rotor and fuselage. 

The two small electric ducted fans 
are used to provide control and 
directional stability around the yaw
axis.

Download the Paper : 
https://www.ierom.com
Advanced Vertical Flight II
Technical Session C: Wed. May 15, 2019
Performance and Design Optimization
of the F-Helix eVTOL Concept (Paper 57)
Umberto Saetti,* Jacob Enciu, Joe Horn
Pennsylvania State UniversityVertical Lift Research Center of Excellence

http://www.vlrcoe.psu.edu

https://www.ierom.com/
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Source: IEROM SRL

We are seeking US$ 2.1 m to complete the prototyping phase

Go-to-Market

§ Prototyping

§ Flight tests

§ Activation of marketing / distribution 

organisation
§ Start pilot production and sales

§ Scale up production and sales

§ Mass production

Prototyping 
2021 - 2022

1
Market entry

2024/2025

3

18

Aircraft finalisation, 
certification & set-up 

phase
2022 - 2024

2

§ Flight tests completion

§ EASA / FAA certification
§ Identification / onboarding of 

manufacturing partners

§ Set up of marketing / distribution 
organisation

§ Set up of manufacturing / assembly 
capabilities
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F-Helix prototype.
Use of original platform, 
maintain chassis, blades and 

command box

19

Substitute the engine, the fuel tank, and the tail rotor with the electric motor, the hydrogen batteries, and the 
electric ducted fans
Implement the new power mast, the e-fans, and the cyclic collective system alongside with Penn State’s 
control and navigation system

Source: IEROM SRL

Prototyping – Changes to implement1

Hydrogen technology
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Prototyping – Timeline (1)1

2021 2022
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Prototyping – Timeline (2)1

2021 2022 2023
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0,5
4,5

7,3

14,5

0,1 0,6
4,0 2,7

2025F 2030F 2032F 2035F

Intracity

City to City

43,000

Addressable market– Three segments

22

The goal – To become a leading eVTOL OEM

VTOL 
Units

1,550 12,000

Sources: elaboration on The future of vertical mobility, Porsche Consulting, 2018; best-selling-cars.com; global helicopter forecast, Airbus 2017
Notes: (1) the Base case of IEROM’s financial model is composed of this progressive market scenario; the VTOL aircraft market is computed as 25% of the 

total UAM market (considering hardware only, see pg. 10); (2) no infrastructural problems, nor capital intensive investments to be made for the product 
to work properly; (3) reference to passenger UAM - Intracity and city-to-city see pg. 10
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F-Helix’s goal – Base case

CAGR 

3.75%

US$ 11.3 
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39
4 
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US$ bn
2032 UAM – VTOL aircraft market3

UAM intracity and City-
to-city are expected to be 
the dominant segments
for F-Helix. There are also 
additional market shares to 
be won from light and 
single engine helicopters
and luxury cars
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SWOT Analysis

WEAKNESSES
• Prototyping, flight testing and 

certification to do
• Limited financial resources
• Limited human resources

THREATS

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES

• Technological innovations:
oUse of propeller-driven rotor
oDecoupled dynamics
oCounter-rotating small fans 

providing yaw axis control
oHydrogen-based power units

• Autorotation capability - safety
• Initially piloted
• Existing platform
• Low cost, low price
• Shorter certification process

• Urbanization
• Traffic congestion
• Pollution
• Flaws of current eVTOL projects
• Improvement in battery storage 

capacities
• Improvement in air traffic 

management
• Development of supporting 

infrastructure

• Competing eVTOL projects
• Emerging technologies and 

concepts in ground transportation 
• Public perception
• Changes in social mobility
• Laws and regulations

23
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Risks & mitigants

24

1. Proof of technology

2. Type Certification (delay 
refusal)

3. Cost overrun

4. Time-to-market

5. Customers' acceptance and 
demand

6. Timely production and 
distribution

1. Approval processes for
commercial use in different 
jurisdictions

2. Market reception and adoption

3. Development of supporting 
infrastructure

4. Competition

§ Modular project with stop-loss milestones

§ Experienced research and implementation partners

§ Development of existing, certified platform

§ Modular project with stop-loss milestones

§ Hiring of experienced engineering project manager

§ Development of existing platform
§ Inclusion of experienced implementation partners

§ Safety features (initially piloted, autorotation)

§ Development of existing platform

§ Inclusion of experienced implementation 
strategic partners

§ Multi-sourcing platform

§ Prototyping and flight testing

R
el

at
in

g 
to

 o
ur

 b
us

in
es

s

§ Short certification process
§ Cost and capex advantages

§ Limited production depth

§ Rifle approach

§ Existing platform

§ Initially piloted

§ Safety features
§ Existing platform

§ Use of existing infrastructure initially sufficient

§ Advantage in safety features
§ Pricing advantage

R
el

at
in

g 
to

 o
ur

 
in

du
st

ry

§ Lean structure

§ Promotion efforts (fairs etc.)

§ Definition as rotorcraft to reduce 

timing/obstacles of certification

§ Rifle approach

MitigantsRisks
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Contacts

Mobile +41 76 4832537

Umberto Saetti
e-mail saetti@gatech.edu

Felice Vinati
e-mail fv@ierom.com

Massimo Tagliaferri
e-mail mt@ierom.com

Ruggero von Wedel
e-mail rvw@ierom.com

Giacomo Vinati
e-mail gv@ierom.com
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F-Helix for Family and Air Taxi

26

F-Helix Family

F-Helix Bus – 8 passengers

F-Helix Speed – 2 passengers – up to 500 km/h

F-Helix Ambulance

F-Helix parabellum – Drone troups support


